
What do you think this picture 
is telling you about tides? 



Tides 
SC.8.E.5.9 Explain the impact of objects in 
space on each other, including:  
1. The Sun on the Earth, including seasons and gravitational 
attraction  
2. The Moon on the Earth, including phases, tides, and eclipses, 

and the relative position of each body.   
 
Essential Question: Why does the Moon have a 
greater affect on tides than the Sun? 



Bell Ringer   5 Minutes 
Click on Timer to Start Counting 



Tides BrainPop     Click on Image 



“I Do” Tides   Right-hand Side 

• The rise and fall in sea level is called 
a tide. 

• One low-tide/high-tide cycle takes 
about 12 hrs and 25 min. 

• Tidal range is the difference in ocean 
level between high-tide and low-tide 





Gravitational Effect of the Moon 

•  Two big bulges of water form on the Earth: 
•  one directly under the moon  
•  another on the exact opposite side 

 
•  As the Earth spins, the bulges follow the moon. 

•  Comprehension Check: Compare and contrast 
high and low tide. 



Gravitational Effect of the Sun 

• Spring Tides 
• Earth, Moon, and Sun are lined up 
• High Tides are higher and Low 
Tides are lower than normal 



Gravitational Effect of the Sun 

• Neap Tides 
• Earth, Moon, and Sun form right 
angles 
• High Tides are lower and Low Tides 
are higher than normal 

Comprehension Check: compare the alignment of the 
Moon, Earth, and Sun during Neap and Spring tides. 





“We Do” 



“Collaborative You Do”  Left-hand Side 

Describe how the tides would be affected by each of the following changes in 
the Earth-moon system. 

Moon’s mass increases 

Moon’s mass decreases 

Moon gets closer to Earth 

Moon gets farther from Earth 

Earth spins faster 

Earth spins slower 



“Independent You Do” Left-hand Side 

1.  If a hurricane was to hit Jacksonville during which Moon 
phase would we most likely experience the most 
damage? Describe the factors that are involved in order 
to develop an answer. 

2.  The Moon is 240,000 miles away from the Earth. What 
prediction can you make about the tides if the distance 
between the Earth and Moon were to decrease? 

3.  If the Moon had oceans would there be tides similar to 
what we experience on Earth? Explain. 



Quiz Time! 



Exit Ticket    Left-hand Side 

Essential Question:  
 
Why does the Moon have a greater affect on 
tides than the Sun? 


